
STAY ENGAGED, SCORE BIG  
Visit conference hot spots to rack up gamification points for the chance to win this fabulous tech package that’s 
sure to make an everlasting mark on wherever you set up shop. Don’t need all the great gear shown here? Swap  
it out for a $250 Amazon gift card instead.

LOGITECH ULTIMATE EARS UE WONDERBOOM 2 TWIN PACK  
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER    
Wireless Bluetooth speakers with surprisingly bigger 360 degree sound and 
additional bass. Push the outdoor boost button on this ultra portable speaker  
to instantly increase loudness and clarity for outdoor listening. Waterproof, 
dust-proof, and it floats.

AVERMEDIA LIVE STREAMER CAM PW313C WEBCAM   
Record in full HD 1080p with the Live Streamer CAM 313. Captures and broad-
casts at resolutions of up to 1080p and frame rates of up to 60 fps for sharp, 
crisp video with smooth motion. Audio is captured using dual integrated mono 
mics. Features a built-in privacy shutter to protect the lens – and you.

VILTROX LED ON CAMERA VIDEO LIGHT    
Using high CRI bulbs with a high lumen index and large color temperature 
range, this light is lightweight, compact and durable. Precise dimming, and 
clearly shows battery power, brightness and color temperature readings.  
Built-in rechargeable lithium battery.

ELEVATE YOUR WORKSPACE

MPOW HC6 USB HEADSET WITH MICROPHONE    
Noise-canceling Boom Design: The 270-degree rotatable boom mic ensures  
precise positioning and optimal noise cancellation, staying clear wearer’s  
peripheral vision while helping ensure that everyone on the other end of the call 
hears every word. Can be worn on the left or right ear. All-day comfort and wide 
compatibility for Mac and PC.

LG 27” CLASS FHD IPS FREESYNC MONITOR   
Full HD IPS Display: True color at wide viewing angle. IPS technology high-
lights the performance of liquid crystal displays. Users can view the screen 
at virtually any angle. Color-calibrated. 1920x1080 resolution, 75Hz Refresh 
Rate, 1ms Motion Blur Reduction, Virtually Borderless Design.

N AT I O N A L  C O U N C I L  F O R  M A R K E T I N G  &  P U B L I C  R E L AT I O N S


